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Circle the adverb and state whether that adverb describes “how”, “when” or “where” 

an action has taken place.
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3) A tortoise walks slowly.

4) Mathew is visiting his aunt tomorrow.

5) Drake lives upstairs.

6) Lily came late to the birthday party.

7) We have an old library here.

8) Wendy distributed the candies equally among the students.

9) The !sherman held his !shing rod tightly as he felt a strong tug.

10) The leaves are fallen everywhere.

2) Edwin came to school early.

1) Our "ight took o# smoothly.

Dr. Watkins listens to all the complaints patiently.

How?

Example:

An adverb is a word that modi!es the meaning of a verb, an adjective, or another 

adverb.

Adverbs
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Circle the adverb and state whether that adverb describes “how”, “when” or “where” 

an action has taken place.
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Answer key

3) A tortoise walks slowly.

4) Mathew is visiting his aunt tomorrow.

5) Drake lives upstairs.

6) Lily came late to the birthday party.

7) We have an old library here.

8) Wendy distributed the candies equally among the students.

9) The !sherman held his !shing rod tightly as he felt a strong tug.

10) The leaves are fallen everywhere.

2) Edwin came to school early.

1) Our "ight took o# smoothly.

How?

When?

Where?

When?

Where?

How?

How?

Where?

When?

How?

Dr. Watkins listens to all the complaints patiently.

How?

Example:

An adverb is a word that modi!es the meaning of a verb, an adjective, or another 

adverb.
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